Opposite Arrows of Time Can Re on ile
Relativity and Nonlo ality
Sheldon Goldstein and Roderi h Tumulkay
Abstra t

We present a quantum model for the motion of N point parti les,
implying nonlo al (i.e., superluminal) in uen es of external elds on
the traje tories, that is nonetheless fully relativisti . In ontrast to
other models that have been proposed, this one involves no additional
spa e-time stru ture as would be provided by a (possibly dynami al)
foliation of spa e-time. This is a hieved through the interplay of opposite mi ro ausal and ma ro ausal (i.e., thermodynami ) arrows of
time.
PACS numbers 03.65.Ud; 03.65.Ta; 03.30.+p

1 Introdu tion
We hallenge in this paper a on lusion that is almost universally a epted:
that quantum phenomena, relativity, and realism are in ompatible. We show
that, just as in the ase of the no-hidden-variables theorems, this on lusion is
hasty. And, as in the hidden variables ase, we do so with a ounterexample.
We present a relativisti toy model for nonlo al quantum phenomena
that avoids the usual quantum subje tivity, or fundamental appeal to an
observer, and des ribes instead, in a rather natural way, an obje tive motion of parti les in Minkowski spa e. In ontrast to that of [3℄, see below,
our model invokes only the stru ture at hand: relativisti stru ture provided
by the Lorentz metri and quantum stru ture provided by a wave fun tion.
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It shares the on eptual framework|and forms a natural generalization|of
Bohmian me hani s, a realisti quantum theory that a ounts for all nonrelativisti quantum phenomena [4℄. The key ingredient is a me hanism for
a kind of mild ba kwards ausation, allowing only a very spe ial sort of advan ed e e ts, that is provably paradox-free.
Unfortunately, the model onsidered here, unlike that of [3℄, does not
provide any obvious, distinguished probability measure on the set of its possible parti le paths, on whi h many of its detailed predi tions are likely to be
based. It is thus diÆ ult to assess the extent to whi h the model is onsistent
with violations of Bell's inequality [1℄. However, in the nonrelativisti limit
of small velo ities (and slow hanges in the wave fun tion), the behavior of
our model oin ides with that of the usual Bohm{Dira model [2℄ and is
thus onsistent with the j j2 distribution, and hen e with violations of Bell's
inequality, in every frame in whi h the velo ities are slow.

2 Spirit of the Model
The ba kwards ausation arises from a time-asymmetri equation of motion
for N parti les that involves advan ed data about the other parti les' world
lines. The asymmetry of this law de nes an intrinsi arrow of time, whi h
is not present in well-known theories like Newtonian me hani s or Wheeler{
Feynman ele trodynami s, and whi h we all the
,
as opposed (and, indeed, opposite) to the usual, thermodynami or
.
In a re ent paper [6℄, L. S. S hulman investigated the possibility of opposite thermodynami arrows of time in di erent regions of the universe: that
in some distant galaxy, entropy might
with (our) time, \eggs unra k," and inhabitants, if present, feel the arrow of time to be just opposite
to what we feel. He studied this question in terms of statisti al me hani s,
and, on the ground of omputer simulations, ame to the on lusion that
this is quite possible, apparent ausal paradoxes notwithstanding. We also
onsider two opposite arrows of time, but not belonging to di erent regions
of spa e-time, and not as a study in statisti al me hani s, but as a possible
explanation of quantum nonlo ality. Instead of having the thermodynami
arrow of time vary within one universe, we onsider the situation in whi h two
on eptually di erent arrows of time, the mi ro ausal and the ma ro ausal
arrow, are everywhere opposite throughout the entire universe.
mi ro ausal arrow of time

ma ro-

ausal arrow of time

de rease
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It has been suggested [3℄ that in order to a ount for quantum nonloality, one employ| ontrary to the spirit of relativity|a time-foliation, i.e.,
a foliation of spa e-time into 3-dimensional spa elike hypersurfa es, whi h
serve to de ne a temporal order for spa elike separated points, or one might
say simultaneity-at-a-distan e, and hen e simultaneity surfa es along whi h
nonlo al e e ts propagate. This foliation is intended to be understood, not
as a gauge (i.e., as one among many points of view a physi ist may hoose),
but as an additional element of spa e-time stru ture existing obje tively out
there in the universe, de ning in e e t a notion of true simultaneity. In
[3℄, the time-foliation is itself a dynami al variable subje t to an evolution
law. In ontrast, the model we present here does not invoke a distinguished
foliation.
In our model, the formula for the velo ity of a parti le at spa e-time point
p involves, in a Lorentz-invariant manner, the points where the world lines of
the other parti les interse t|not any \simultaneity surfa e" ontaining p but
rather|the future light one of p, as well as the velo ities of the parti les at
these points. As a onsequen e, it is easy to ompute the past world lines from
the future world lines, but it is not at all obvious how to ompute the future
from the past|ex ept by testing all the un ountably many possibilities. One
an say that the behavior of a parti le at time t has auses that lie in the
future of t, so that on the mi ros opi level of individual parti les and their
world lines, the arrow of time of ausation, as de ned by the dynami s, points
towards the past. We all this the
and denote it
by C ; it de nes a notion of \futureC " = past, and of \pastC " = future. Thus
the velo ity of a parti le depends on where the other parti les interse t the
pastC light one of that parti le (e e ts are \retardedC "). This mi ro ausal
arrow of time is also an arrow of determinism: knowledge of the world lines
priorC to a ertain time determines the futureC , whereas there is no reason
to believe the onverse, that the futureC determines the pastC .
Now onsider the set of solutions of the law of motion as given, and
onsider those solutions whi h at a ertain time T in the distant futureC
reside in a ertain ma rostate with low entropy. We are interested in their
behavior for times priorC to T . One should expe t that entropy de reases in
the dire tion of C until it rea hes its minimum at T . So the thermodynami
arrow of time , as de ned by the dire tion of entropy in rease, is opposite
to C (see Fig. 1).
The arrow of time that inhabitants of this imaginary world would per eive
as natural is the one orresponding to eggs ra king rather than un ra king,
mi ro ausal arrow of time
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Figure 1: Boundary onditions are imposed on the futureC = past end of
time. (The time dire tion is verti al.)
that is, the thermodynami one. So when the inhabitants speak of the future,
they mean future = pastC . That is why we alled pastC the future in the
beginning. It is  that orresponds to ma ros opi ausality.
The law of motion is Lorentz-invariant, and sin e it involves retardedC
but not advan edC in uen es, it is lo al with respe t to C , i.e. what is happening at a spa e-time point p depends only on what happened within (and
on) the pastC light one of p. With respe t to , however, the law of motion is
, as the traje tory of a parti le at p depends on where and
how the other parti les ross the future light one of p (see Fig. 2), whi h
again might be in uen ed by interventions of ma ros opi experimenters at
spa elike separation from p. So this law of motion provides an example of
a theory that entails nonlo ality (superluminal in uen es) while remaining
fully Lorentz-invariant.
It is important here to appre iate that the thermodynami arrow of time
arises not from any mi ros opi time asymmetry, but from boundary onditions of the universe. That is a moral of Boltzmann's analysis of the emergen e of the thermodynami arrow of time from a time symmetri mi ros opi
dynami s, where no mi ros opi time arrow is available as a basis of ma ros opi asymmetry. As a onsequen e, the mi ros opi asymmetry present in
our model should not a e t the thermodynami arrow  at all, and we should
be free to hoose the dire tion of  as either the same as or opposite to C ,
by imposing low-entropy boundary onditions at either the distant pastC or
futureC when setting up the model. The advantage of having them opposite
is that this allows our model to display
behavior. Had we hosen
nonlo al

nonlo al
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Figure 2: The 4-velo ity of a parti le at a spa e-time point p depends on
where the world lines of the other parti les ross the pastC light one of p,
and on the 4-velo ities at these points.
 to be in the same dire tion as C , then the model would have been |
be ause then what happens at p would depend only on what had happened
in the past light one of p.
lo al

3 Equations of the Model
Now let us turn to the details of the model. It is similar to Bohmian mehani s [4℄, in the sense that velo ities are determined by a wave fun tion.
In our ase, the wave fun tion is an N parti le Dira spinor eld, i.e., a mapping : (spa e-time)N ! (C 4 ) N . We onsider entanglement, but without
intera tion. The wave fun tion is supposed to be a solution of the multi-time
Dira equation

1 
   1 (i~i; + eA (xi )) = m
|{z}
ith

pla e

where summation is understood for  but not for i, m is the mass parameter,
e the harge parameter,  are the Dira matri es, A is an arbitrary given
1-form (the external ele tromagneti ve tor potential), and i runs from 1
through N enumerating the parti les.
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For any spa e-time point p and any parametrized timelike urve x (s),
let sret (p) denote the value1 of s su h that x (s) lies on
the pastC light one

of p. Our law of motion demands of the world lines xi (si) of the N parti les
that (a) they be timelike and (b) for every parti le i and parameter value si ,
dxi i
dsi

(

1



N

)

Y dxj j
dsj
j 6=i

(sret;j (pi))j j ;

(1)

where k means \is parallel to" (i.e. is a multiple of), pi = xi (si), sret;j refers
to the xj world line, = y 0    0 ,  = diag(1; 1; 1; 1) is the
Minkowski metri , and and are evaluated at (x1 (sret;1(pi)) ; : : : ; xN (sret;N (pi))).
Here is what the law says. Suppose that spa e-time point pi is on the
world line of parti le i. Then the velo ity of parti le i at pi is given as follows:
Find the points of interse tion pj of the world lines of the other parti les
with the pastC light one of pi, and let uj = dxj =dsj be the 4-velo ities at
these points. (It does not matter whether or not u is normalized, u u = 1.)
Evaluate the wave fun tion at (p1; : : : ; pN ) to obtain an element of (C 4 ) N ,
and ompute also . Use these to form the tensor J  :::N =     N .
J is an element of Tp M    TpN M , where M stands for the spa e-time
manifold and Tp denotes
the tangent spa e2 at the point
p. Now for all j 6= i,
j
i
transve t J with uj j j .  This yields an element ji of Tpi M , de ning a
1-dimensional subspa e Rji i of Tpi M . The world line of parti le i must be
tangent to that subspa e. (One easily he ks that this pres ription is purely
geometri al: it provides a ondition on the olle tion of spa e-time paths
that does not depend on how they are parametrized. The velo ity is not
de ned if (p1 ; : : : ; pN ) = 0|and only in that ase, as we will see below.)
How does one arrive at this law? To begin with, there is an obvious extension of Bohmian me hani s to a single Dira parti le [2℄. Let
: (spa e-time) ! C 4 obey the Dira equation, let j  =  be the
usual Dira probability urrent, and let the integral urves of the 4-ve tor
eld j  be the possible world lines of the parti le, one of whi h is hosen at
1

1

1

1 One

might worry about the existen e and uniqueness of these points, and rightly so:
whereas uniqueness is a onsequen e of the world line's being
timelike, existen e is a tually
p
not guaranteed. A ounterexample is x (t) = (t; 0; 0; 1 + t2 ). But we will ignore this
problem here.
2 Sin e the spa e-time manifold is simply Minkowski spa e, all the tangent spa es are
isomorphi in a anoni al way. Nevertheless it might be helpful for dida ti al reasons to
distinguish between di erent tangent spa es.
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random. The world lines are timelike, and therefore interse t every spa elike
hyperplane pre isely on e. If this point of interse tion is j j2 distributed in
one frame at one time, it is j j2 distributed in every frame at every time.
That is be ause the Dira equation implies that j  is a onserved urrent,
 j  = 0, and be ause in every frame j j2 = j 0 . For N = 1, our law of
motion reprodu es this single-parti le law.
This Bohm{Dira law of motion possesses an immediate many-parti le
analogue if one is willing to dispense with ovarian e [2℄: using the simplest
tensor quadrati in , J  :::N =     N , one an write
dxi i (s)
J 0:::i :::0 (p ; : : : ; p )
(2)
1

1

1

ds

N

for the velo ities, where p1 ; : : : ; pN are simultaneous (with respe t to one
preferred Lorentz frame) and s is again an arbitrary urve parameter. This
motion also onserves the probability density  = j j2 = J 0:::0 . It an be
generalized [3℄ to arbitrary spa elike hypersurfa es (rather than the parallel hyperplanes orresponding to a Lorentz frame). The hypersurfa es then
play a twofold role: rst, the multi-time eld J is evaluated at N spa e-time
points p1; : : : ; pN whi h are taken to lie on the same hypersurfa e. Se ond,
the unit normal ve tors on the hypersurfa e are used for ontra ting all but
one of the indi es of J  :::N to arrive at a 4-ve tor [3℄; that is how the 0omponents arise in (2). So (1) is merely a modi ation of known \Bohmian"
equations, using a simple strategy for avoiding the use of distinguished spa elike hypersurfa es: use light ones as the hypersurfa es for determining the
N spa e-time points, and use the velo ity 4-ve tors (of the other parti les)
for ontra ting all but one of the indi es of J . (If ve tors normal to the light
one had been used, the model would not have a good nonrelativisti limit;
see below.)
\Bohmian" equations of motion usually imply that positions an be taken
to always be j j2 distributed. That is what makes Bohmian me hani s ompatible with the empiri al fa ts of quantum me hani s. In ontrast, our
velo ity formula (1) does not onserve the j j2 distribution, and that is why
we all it a toy model rather than a serious theory. In the nonrelativisti
limit, however, our model oin ides with the many-parti le Bohm{Dira law,
sin e the future light one approa hes the t = onst hyperplane, and hen e
is ompatible with a j j2 distribution, onsistent with quantum me hani s.
Note also that, due to Bell's theorem [1℄, a ne essary ondition for ompatibility of a law of motion with the j j2 distribution is its nonlo ality. So
1
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a ne essary step towards su h a law that is relativisti is to ome up with
a ovariant method of providing nonlo ality: we develop one su h method
here.
The question remains as to whether for 6= 0, ji is timelike. A tually,
it is sometimes lightlike: e.g., for (p1 ; : : : ; pN ) = 12 (1; 1; 1; 1) 0 in the
standard representation with 0 2 (C 4 ) (N 1) , one nds that
j1 = (1; 0; 0; 1).
But this is an ex eptional ase like = 0. To see that ji is either timelike
or lightlike, note that a ve tor is nonzero-timelike-or-lightlike if and only if
its s alar produ t with every timelike ve tor is nonzero. So pi k a nonzero
timelike ve tor, all it ui i , and ompute the s alar produ t
 := jii ui i i i

= (



1

N

)

Y j
uj j j :
j

Without hanging the absolute value of , we an make sure all uj s are
future-pointing (i.e. u0j > 0), repla ing uj by uj if ne essary. Through a
suitable hoi e of N Lorentz transformations in the spa es Tp M; : : : ; TpN M ,
we an repla e all uj s by (1; 0; 0; 0) while also repla ing by a transformed
spinor 0. Thus  = 0 ( 0    0) 0 = ( 0)y 0 > 0 unless 0 = 0, i.e.,
unless = 0.
1

4 Properties of the Model
The model is of ourse very restri ted in the sense that we do not allow for
intera tion between the parti les. While it is diÆ ult to nd global solutions
to this law of motion, it is quite obvious how to obtain a solution from
initialC (= nal) boundary ounditions: for omputing the velo ities of all
parti les at any time t = t0, data are needed about velo ities of the parti les
at several earlierC (=later) instants of time (see Fig. 3), and all su h data
are available given the world lines priorC to (=after) t0 . While propagation
in our model from mi ro ausal past to mi ro ausal future is far from routine,
it is thus ordinary enough to make it seem reasonable that there should exist
a unique ontinuation of a given pastC to the futureC that obeys the law in
that future, even if the spe i ed pastC does not. This of ourse does not
prove, even heuristi ally, the existen e of global solutions, existing for all
times, past, present, and future, but for our purposes this does not matter
so mu h. For our purposes, i.e., for arguing for the existen e of relevant
solutions, it is suÆ ient to onsider the spe i ation of the pastC up to a
8

ertain time in the spirit of an initial (or nal) boundary ondition, from
whi h evolution takes pla e.

t=t 0

Figure 3: For omputing velo ities at t = t0, information about several spa etime points, lying at di erent times, is relevant: where the rossing points
(dots) through the light ones are, and what the velo ities are at these points.
We note that our approa h has little if any overlap with the proposals of
Huw Pri e [5℄, who argues that ba kwards ausation an \solve the puzzles of
quantum me hani s." Whereas Pri e seeks to exploit ba kwards ausation to
nonlo ality, we use it to
nonlo ality in a Lorentz invariant way.
Moreover, while our model involves advan ed e e ts on parti le traje tories,
we do not propose any advan ed e e ts on the wave fun tion, as does Pri e
[5, p.132℄.
We have reason to believe that in our model, (ma ro) auses pre ede
(ma ro) e e ts. To be sure, why ausality pro eeds in one dire tion alone
is not easy to understand, even without a mi ro arrow. The usual understanding grounds this in low entropy \initial" onditions, and the same onsiderations should apply even when there is a mi ro arrow, even when this
arrow points (in a reasonable sense) in the opposite dire tion. Consequently,
ma ro ausality, whi h is what usual ausal reasoning involves, should follow
avoid

a hieve
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the thermodynami arrow of time.

t
r
p

q

U(p)
x

Figure 4: Changing the external potential in the spa e-time region U (p)
a e ts the wave fun tion only in the absolute future of U (p). But this
means that (q; r) is hanged, so that the velo ity at q is likely to be a e ted.
To see how this interplay between mi ro- and ma ro- ausality plays out
in our model, onsider two ele tromagneti potentials A and A0 that di er
only in a small spa e-time region U (p) around the point p (see Fig. 4). Solving
the multi-time Dira equation for the same initial wave fun tion gives two
fun tions ; 0 whi h di er only for those N -tuples (p1 ; : : : ; pN ) of spa e-time
points for whi h at least one pi lies inside or on the future light one of some
pe 2 U (p). We an regard e e ts on the wave fun tion as always after the
external ause. Not so for the world lines; in general, e e ts of A0 (p) will
be found everywhere: in the future, past and present of p. More pre isely,
given a solution S (an N -tuple of paths) of the law of motion for , there
will be no orresponding solution S 0 of the law of motion for 0 su h that S
and S 0 agree in the past of U (p), or in the future of U (p). So on the parti le
level, ausation is e e tively in both time dire tions. Note that this annot
possibly lead to ausal paradoxes sin e there is no room for paradoxes in the
Dira equation and our law of motion.
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This is essentially be ause there is no feedba k me hanism whi h ould
lead to ausal loops. Instead, the Dira equation may be solved in the ordinary way from past to future, starting out from an initial wave fun tion,
and the equation of motion an subsequently be solved from initialC onditions. Thus, insofar as the mi ros opi dynami s is on erned, there is
no way a paradox ould possibly arise. This proves onsisten y even for a
universe governed as a whole by our law of motion. In this respe t, the situation is mu h di erent with Wheeler{Feynman ele trodynami s, ta hyons,
and theories involving losed timelike urves, sin e they all have mi ro ausal
feedba k, so that even the existen e of solutions is dubious for given initial
data.
One last remark on erning the question, tou hed upon earlier, of whether
ma ros opi ba kwards ausation is possible in our model (i.e., whether observable events in the future an ause observable e e ts in the past): the
nonlo al ba kwards mi ro ausal me hanism in our model is based on quantum entanglement, whi h is now widely regarded as giving rise to a rather
fragile sort of nonlo ality, revealed through violations of Bell's inequality, that
does not support the sort of ausal relationship between observable events
that an be used for signalling. (For our model, however, things are tri kier
than usual sin e no-signalling results are grounded on the j j2 distribution.)
In the nonrelativisti limit ! 1, the unusual ausal me hanism of
our model is repla ed by a more onventional one: as mentioned earlier, the
future light one (and the past light one, as well) approa hes the t = t0
hypersurfa e, so instead of having to nd the points where the other world
lines ross the future light one, one needs to know the points where the
other world lines ross the t = t0 hypersurfa e (whi h in the nonrelativisti
limit does not depend on the hoi e of referen e frame). This means that
the on guration of the parti le system at time t0 determines dire tly all the
velo ities and thus the evolution of the on guration into the future (or the
past, as well). Thus the nonrelativisti limit of our model is ausally routine,
and our model an be regarded as illustrating how a simple small deviation
from this normal pi ture, imper eptible in the nonrelativisti domain, an
provide a relativisti a ount of nonlo ality. In fa t, it is easy to see that
in the nonrelativisti limit of small velo ities and slow hanges in the wave
fun tion, our model oin ides with the usual Bohm{Dira model [2℄, so that
it is then ompatible with a j j2 distribution of positions and thus with the
11

Bell{EPRB orrelations.3

5 Con lusions
We have proposed that in our relativisti universe quantum nonlo ality originates in a mi ro ausal arrow of time opposite to the thermodynami one.
We re ognize that this proposal is rather spe ulative. However, we believe it
is a possibility worth onsidering.
We are grateful for the hospitality of the Institut des

Hautes Etudes S ienti ques (I.H.E.S.), Bures-sur-Yvette, Fran e, where the
idea for this paper was on eived. The paper has pro ted from questions
raised by the referees.
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